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Khristian Mizzi (VIC) back at the RRR with Fergus MaximusKhristian Mizzi (VIC) back at the RRR with Fergus Maximus  

and Ian Gibbinsand Ian Gibbins

A relaxed enjoyment of musical storytelling, deeper thoughts stirred by

poetic intellect and an emotional awakening brought on by the awe inspiring

voice and talent of Khristian Mizzi.

The evening took place in the rustic bricked backyard of the Red Rhino

Room (no relation), a gallery and studio space well worth checking out. It felt

more like a family picnic than a gig; a family consisting mainly of the

eccentric Auntie stereotype, who laugh together, sing Happy Birthday, and

can (and will) imitate bird calls on request (and not on request).

The ever flitting and wonderful facilitator, Ronnie Taheny of Arty Records,

took care of and chatted personally to each of us and made the environment

a warm and welcoming one. One that I highly recommend you seek to be a

part of. (Keep an eye out for other events with Arty Records).
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Local song writer Fergus Maximus kicked off the evening, his light and

playful style taking us through his observations and imaginings of local life.

The performance of Ian Gibbins, poet and scientist, was engaging and erratic

from start to finish. He brought charm and joy to the highly intellectual and

thought provoking subject matter and his exaggerated and exclamatic

mannerisms were delightful enough to keep you entertained if you were a

couple too many wines deep to follow.

I will be forever indebted to this event for introducing me to the country

heart throb and folk magic of Khristian Mizzi. His pleasant (in the strongest

sense of the word) voice and musical talent sent an awed quiet over the

crowd (a real feat considering the crowd), reached into some long forgotten

part of my soul and evoked a curious mix of nostalgia, a vague sense of

either hope or loss and an overwhelming amount of contentment. I highly

recommend you find a way to listen to his music or see him live (he will be

back in Adelaide in September)

Lauren HaynesLauren Haynes

All Over Adelaide Guest ReviewerAll Over Adelaide Guest Reviewer

Pictured: Fergus Maximus (top left), Ian Gibbins (bottom left) and Khristian Mizzi (right). Credit 
to Arty Records
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